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By KJ Nivin

Paperback. Condition: New. 256 pages. This is the story of the life struggles, joy and hope of KJ
Nivin (pseudonym), author of the12 Step workbook recovery series, that range from alcoholism to
compulsive debting and sexual addiction. Nivin was born into a family system riddled with
alcoholism, prescription drug addiction, sexual addiction, and compulsive pauperism. This is about
the making of a sex addict alcoholic and how growing up in his family plagued by drinking,
codependency, womanizing, and atheism shaped the life of a child to relive what he had witnessed.
His genetic predisposition to addiction and his out of control environment insured that he would
follow the foot steps of his father. He almost followed them to the grave. There came a time in my
life that I would have to decide: Is there or isnt there a God Nivin relates. This story tells about KJ
Nivins struggle with God and how he wrestled with the idea of a Supreme Being that created all and
who might care for him. Nivin recounts his amazing God experience. In the chapter A Spiritual
Journey he explains his hopes and fears about God, his private thoughts about this Being, and his
relationship...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just effortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Federico Nolan-- Federico Nolan

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this
publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefan Von-- Stefan Von
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